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More exposure = 

More potential buyers = 

Highest possible price
in the shortest  amount of time
with the least amount of hassle.
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Price

Pricing your home accurately 
is the most important part of
the marketing plan.

By analyzing comparable sold 
properties, your current compe-
tition, properties that 
expired without selling, and 
current market data and trends, we 
can position your property so that 
buyers see it as a value.

The goal is to have as many showings
as possible, in order to potentially
generate multiple offers.



The MLS Listing

- Professional 
     photography

- Maximum number
     of photos

- Room sizes

- Accurate mapping

- School information

- Tie features to
     benefits in the blurb

Not all MLS listings are created equal

I include as much accurate, detailed information as the system 
will alllow. 

This information populates almost every web site, and 92% 
of buyers start their search online.

Accuracy and detail here are critical!



I submit your listing to 140 publishers, whose network 
comprises over 900 web sites.  

Your home’s online presence is guaranteed!

The MLS Listing  continued



Any agent worth their salt will send Just Listed postcards to your 
neighbors, since they may know someone who might like to live 
in that neighborhood.

I also personally invite your neighbors to an Open House, if you 
choose to have one, to more directly exploit that source of poten-
tial buyers.

Your Neighbors



- Immediate electronic notification to KW agents
     I can email flyers to our agents, and post an announcement on 
    our intranet and Facebook page

- Announce the listing at our weekly office meeting.
     We might have a buyer before the house hits the MLS

- Can email all the agents in the Greater    
   Manchester/Nashua Board of REALTORS®

My Colleagues



Hardly worth mentioning, since every agent would 
put their sign in your yard with their office and cell 
phone number.  

My professionally-installed
sign would include a 
text code that anyone 
could  use which brings 
them directly to a web site
with the MLS information. 

This also sends 
a text message
to me so I can 
follow up with 
any buyer 
expressing an interest in the property.

I also use directional signs at major cross streets to draw more
attention to the home.

Yard Sign



According to the National Association of REALTORS, 48% of 
buyers attend open houses as one part of their search for a 
home, and 4% of buyers found the home they purchased 
through visiting an open house --which means if you don’t want 
to have open houses, you have a 96% chance of selling your 
home, instead of 100% chance.  As “old school” as they sound in 
our digital age, the experience of agents in our office strongly 
suggests that open houses work.
 
Another option is to have a Broker Open House, in which only 
other agents are invited, not the general public.  Those agents 
can preview the house for their current or future buyers, as well 
as provide valuable feedback about pricing and other concerns.

Open Houses



A full Listing Package—all the documents and information 
anyone would need to make a decision on your property, as 
well as property details that might not fit in the MLS—would be 
available for anyone who visits, and available by email and on 
the dedicated web site.

- MLS Listing Sheet   - Seller Disclosures
- Lead Paint Disclosures  - Tax Map
- Area Disclosures   - Assessor’s Card
- Plot Plan     - School & Community Info
- Copy of Recent Tax Bill  - Deed

The Listing Package



The MLS allows for 36 
photos and a single 
virtual tour.  With a 
dedicated mobile-friendly 
web site we can post even
more pictures, videos of
the neighborhood, and 
provide more information
and highlight more features 
than the  MLS will allow.
 
The URL or a QR code 
would be included in all
marketing  materials.

Dedicated Web Site

For an example, visit  gregpowershomes.com/1028-union



Virtual Tour

A virtual tour is a great way to showcase your property and make 
it stand out in the MLS.

Some agents rely on the “free” version, which is simply static 
photos from MLS.  I use Nashua Video Tours, who create a profes-
sional video of your home and provide you the opportunity to 
explain what is special to you about the property.  It can be 
posted anywhere, and is mobile optimized.



I can place your listing in front of a targeted audience online, 
to potentially bring in buyers who didn’t know they were inter-
ested, or whose friends might be interested.

Targeted Social Media

It’s very simple for people to share 
the post or tag their friends and 
family.  You can also share the post 
on your own personal page (if you’re 
on Facebook).

All posts include a 
link to the web 
site, where buyers 
can access full 
information about 
the property.
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Courtesy

Integrity

Service

Results

Let’s get you where you want to be, 
when you want to be there.


